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Special Issue on Changes in Computer Application for Economic Analysis of Law and Business Management

Theme
As the computer is now ubiquitous in the business world, many new computer applications have been developed for economic analysis of law and business management evaluation and forecasting in the past several years. With the rise of the Internet, computing is even more integral to many disciplines than ever. As the average business becomes more computerized, so does the science of studying business and economic analysis of law. These fields benefitted greatly from the rise in quantity and power of the computer as well.

Papers are invited for a special issue on “Changes in Computer Application for Economic Analysis of Law and Business Management.” We would like to publish between ten and fifteen papers on the subject that will spawn more in-depth research into this important field. Papers to be included in this special issue will review the current literature on the subject, continue on to show an original case study, research and/or experimentation, and end with a logical continuation of the research and in what direction future development should proceed.

Potential topics include, but are not limited to:

- Method and Application of Model of Economic Analysis of Law Based on Computer
- Changes of Method of Economic Analysis of Law and its Realization in Computer
- Computer-Aided Decision Analysis and its Development
- Changes of Information Technology and Financial Engineering
- Economics of E-commerce and its Evaluation
- Data Envelopment Analysis and Its Realization in Computer
- Computer Network and Economy Development
- IT-Industry and IT Services Industry

Submission
In order to prepare a manuscript for submission to this special issue, please read the relevant “Author Guidelines” page. Papers should be submitted to the Guest Editors via email at: malinsong@gmail.com. Papers to be submitted should not be published previously or currently under consideration for publication. Papers that are currently under development are welcome, but we also expect papers to be written as a result of this call.

Schedule
Submission Deadline: June 30, 2010
Acceptance Notification: August 31, 2010
Final Manuscript due: October 10, 2010
Tentative Publication Date: 2nd Quarter of 2011
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